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Abstract 
 

 

 
 

The traditional building techniques in Ethiopia today contain a lot of wood. Because of 

deforestation the forest cover in the country has been decreased. A part of a solution would be 

the exclusion of wood in construction and then the adobe technology is a good alternative. 

Adobe technology involves blocks made from local soil that mixed with water and straw as 

reinforcement. The sundried blocks can be bricked up to walls. As mortar the same wet 

mixture can be used. 

 

This report contains analyzed soil characteristics in the high altitude located Asella region to 

determine its suitability for adobe blocks. The design of a kindergarten in Alem Maya is also 

carried out. 
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Summary 

 

 

 

 
Wood is used and is useful in many aspects and fields, for example as heating source and as 

building material. The Ethiopian deforestation has resulted in a lack of forest. In those cases 

where it is possible to replace the wood it is good, then it helps to avoid the deforestation. 

  

A good alternative for the construction of houses is the adobe block technology. 

This technology makes it possible to advantageously replace timber by mud blocks. In 

Ethiopia soil is a great natural resource and therefore perfect as alternative building material. 

Also the climate allows the blocks to dry easily outdoors without much assistance. The adobe 

block technology has shown to be durable despite its simplicity, energy-efficient, 

environmentally friendly and long-term low-cost for the construction of buildings and is 

therefore a good option.  

  

This study was made in collaboration between Halmstad University and the Ethiopian 

Evangelical Lutheran Church (EELC). Now the EELC is in big need of a kindergarten in the 

highland town Alem Maya. The project has resulted in a full set of drawings for this 

kindergarten which will be built using the adobe technology. The drawings are based on the 

desires of a local committee and staff. The site visit we did gave also insight into existing 

possibilities. 

  

A research of the soil in the highland region Asella have been done. Several different soil tests 

were preformed to get an idea of the soil characteristics, properties and adequacy for 

manufacturing of adobe blocks. The result showed that the highland soil in Asella is a red, 

pretty clayey soil that is well suitable for creating adobe blocks. Even the test blocks that were 

manufactured got good properties. The precondition is that the mixtures are homogenously 

blended and have the correct proportions of the ingredients; soil, water and straw. 

 

It was found that the attitudes about the adobe technology are different and fragmented. There 

are both opinions that this technology is a good alternative and others consider that it makes 

no sense. Generally no one thought that this technology was poor. However, it was considered 

unnecessary to change technology when the current one still works, according to some of the  

interviewed persons. 
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1 Introduction 
 

 

 

 
1.1 Background 

Today timber is generally seen worldwide as a useful and easy to use building material. 

Nevertheless, the available natural resources and local conditions have to be taken into 

consideration when selecting the most advantageous construction material. A well-reasoned 

decision assumes knowledge and cognizance in a number of alternative building materials. 

With this in mind timber does not always has to be the sole choice. 

 

Ethiopia is located in the central east of Africa. The land has been all filled with coniferous in 

the north and rainforest mixed with steppes in the south. It is one of the world’s poorest 

countries and has a high population growth rate, which is one of the factors of today’s big 

urbanization. Briefly this gives a big need of all kinds of buildings and other means in daily 

life. The lack of knowledge and cultural perspectives has developed deforestation. A hundred 

years ago more than a third of Ethiopia was covered by forest, but in 2000 the forest covered 

areal was only three percent. Deforestation starts a vicious cycle of impoverishment of the 

soil and erosion as a result. There has been planting projects to reverse the trend but in order 

to break it timber needs to be used in smaller extent. 
1
 

 

Wood is used and is useful in many aspects and fields, for example as heating source and as 

building material. In those cases where you can replace the wood, it is a good option to avoid 

the deforestation. Housing construction is an adaptable field since timber can be 

advantageously replaced by mud blocks. In Ethiopia soil is a great natural resource and 

therefore perfect as alternative building material. Also the climate allows the blocks to dry 

easily outdoors without much assistance. There are two main technologies suitable for 

construction with soil, either CSSB (Cement Stabilized Soil Blocks) with cement as the 

bonding agent or adobe blocks with straws as reinforcement. It has proved that the CSSB 

technology is more expensive
2
 and often too complicated to be “the technology of 

everybody”. Also because it is not environmentally friendly, due to the high carbon dioxide 

emissions from the cement manufacturing, it is neither a good alternative. The adobe block 

technology has shown to be durable despite its simplicity, energy-efficient, environmentally 

friendly and long-term low-cost for the construction of buildings and is therefore a good 

option. 
3
  

 

The general perception today is that mud as a building material does not keep the same 

standard or durability as timber, it is partly therefore not socially accepted. The lack of 

knowledge about the adobe block technology’s benefits also prevents the use and 

development of the technology. 
4
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Halmstad University has earlier experiences of low-cost housing in Ethiopia. The project 

describe in this report includes collaboration with Ethiopian Evangelical Lutheran Church 

(EELC) in Addis Abeba, Alem Maya and Asella. EELC is known for their social work and 

charity. Now they are in big need of a kindergarten in the highland town Alem Maya. Here 

the adobe technology is known and used. In the low lying areas of Ethiopia the adobe block 

technology is used in bigger extent compared to the highlands. Asella is an example of a 

highland town where the adobe technology is not used. Asella host the Lutheran Theological 

Seminary and is an education center where people from abroad connect. Therefore Asella is a 

good spot for a future demonstration buildings. 

 

 

1.2 Aim & Approach 

The long-term aim of the project is to show how Ethiopians can use the adobe block 

technology to build climate-smart houses economically. The figure 1.1 below explains this 

thesis’ role in the bigger scope. Our aim will be to introduce the technology to EELC and give 

them the needed tools to continue the spread of the adobe technology.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: The projects aim and approach in the future.
5
 

 

1. Initial studies were done in previous studies in the field. We will use these and add our 

own to get a base to start and continue from.  

2. During our field studies in Asella we will make soil analysis and test blocks with 

anchoring in initial studies. 

3. We will design a kindergarten for EELC in Alem Maya with regards to their needs. 

This will hopefully be built in a near future and will work as a demonstration project. 

4. An outcome of our studies will be guidelines for future projects. 

 

 

1.3 Scope & Limitations 

The path will be through the analysis of soil and producing test blocks in Asella, to find out if 

the technology could be applied in the highland area. If the result will be approved, future 

projects can be discussed in the region. For Alem Maya we will design a sustainable 

                                                 
5
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kindergarten according to the governmental guidelines. The next step and thus future project 

is to build the designed kindergarten with the adobe block technology.  

 

Each specific local soil’s qualities and strength at block manufacturing has to be tested. 

Therefore the project will be specialized to the Asella region, 170 kilometers south of 

Ethiopia’s capital Addis Ababa.  

 

The block technology is intended for the construction of walls and therefore the roof structure 

will be excluded in this thesis. The thesis will only mention the adobe block technology 

because previous similar studies have shown that cement stabilized soil blocks 

 

“achieve a high standard but it involves a more complicated production process and 

increased costs. /…/ The technique requires nevertheless some pre-knowledge about for 

example soil types, grain size and cement content to attain successful result.”
6
 

 

We will design a kindergarten with good quality although not perform any additional analysis 

regarding the impact of possible seismic activity. 

 

Even the attitudes must improve which will contribute to that the adobe block technology 

becoming a more accepted and widespread construction method. There will be a limited 

research about ordinary people’s attitudes to the adobe block technology in Ethiopia. Since 

the high complexity of the topic requires a more sophisticated and balanced study the survey 

will be brief.   

 

 

1.4 Method 

During our four weeks long stay in Ethiopia we have visited Asella to analyze the area’s soil 

by proven tests and manufacturing of blocks. We performed four tests; the Bottle Test, the 

Shrinkage Test, the Adhesion Test and the Lustre Test. This accumulation of tests provide a 

good indication of the soil’s composition and character since the tests cover a wide spectrum 

of knowledge together with the manufacturing of test blocks.  

 

To understand and improve the local people’s attitudes towards the adobe block technology 

interviews have been conducted. Previous studies
7
 have shown that more factual information 

appears in simple dialogues so our interviews were not organized in larger extent. Our lack of 

knowledge of the spoken languages in Ethiopia is a barrier. Therefore the people to interview 

were comprised of a selection to English speaking persons. The selection consisted of people 

we met more or less randomly. 

 

We visited Alem Maya to study the site for the kindergarten. This was designed later on in 

AutoCAD according to the Ethiopian governmental guidelines, wishes from local teachers 

and staff and our own experiences. 

 

                                                 
6
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7
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2 About Ethiopia  
 

 

 

 
2.1 Geography & Climate 

“Ethiopia is located on the protruding part of northeastern Africa known as 

the Horn of Africa. The surface is two and a half times the size of Sweden.”
8
 

 

The country is dominated by the Abyssinian highlands, namely Africa’s highest contiguous 

mountain area. The topography is therefore diverse with peaks higher than 4 000 meters 

above sea level, surrounded by plains and valleys. The mountainous area is a powerful source 

of water that includes four river systems. The most well-known river is the Blue Nile that 

continues as the Nile trough a great part of Africa. 
9
 

 

The African Great Rift Valley divides the highlands in two. As figure 2.2 shows, the valley 

goes through the low-lying rainforests in the southwest and opens into the Danakil depression, 

one of the hottest places on earth, in the northeast. The Great Rift Valley is a geological 

depression that reaches its way through the central eastern Africa. With a variable width of 

between 40 and 60 kilometers the valley leaves room for lakes shaped like a string of pearls. 
10

 
11

 

 

Ethiopia’s climate depends on the topography and is subsequently divided into climate zones. 

As mentioned the hottest place is the Danakil depression, at almost 120 meters below sea 

level
12

, with temperatures over 50ºC. This compared to the high and therefore periodic snowy 

peaks of Bale provide a wide climatic variation. Indeed the previous pine-covered highlands 

get enough rain, the majority during the summer months. The big differences are in the 

surrounding low-lying areas. In southwest the rainforest and the wild coffee plant covers the 

land unlike in the southeast and the south of the country where dry savannah and steppe 

spread out. 
13

 
14

 

 

Ethiopia’s wildlife is not like some westerner may thinks, that the whole Africa is filled up 

with elephants and giraffes. This does not mean Ethiopia thus has a poor wildlife. In fact 

many species are only to be found in Ethiopia, for example 31 mammals, 24 amphibians and 

21 birds. 
15

  

 

 

 

                                                 
8
 Freely translated from: Landguiden (2013-01-22), Etiopien, Geografi 

9
 Phillips, M & Carillet, J-B. (2006), Ethiopia & Eritrea 
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                    Figure 2.1: Ethiopia’s                                                 Figure 2.2: Map of Ethiopia.

16
 

                             location in Africa.
17

 

 

2.1.1 Deforestation  

Ethiopia’s high population growth rate during time has given a high pressure for living space, 

building material, agricultural land, livestock grazing and heat resource. This has depleted the 

country in the form of deforestation and thus destruction of animal’s natural environment. 
18

  

 

“The deforestation has resulted in soil erosion, an extremely serious threat to Ethiopia 

as it exacerbates the threat of famine. Although hunting and poaching over the centuries 

has decimated the country’s once large herds of elephant and rhino, 

deforestation has also played a role.”
 19

 

 

It is estimated that approximately 95% of the original forest has been destroyed. Now 

primeval forest is only to be found in “hard to reach areas”. The arising problem is based both 

in the domestic population's rapid growth rate but also in the wars waged in the country. 

Hungry soldiers with lack of control and food wiped out much of the country's natural 

resources and wildlife. Today the government controls the hunting even if poaching still is a 

fact. 
20

 

 

 

2.2 Economy 

“The economy's base is the agriculture, which accounts for almost half of Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP). No other industries are of importance. Despite strong growth in recent years 

Ethiopia is one of the world's poorest and most aid-dependent countries.”
21
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17
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Eight out of ten inhabitants subsist on agriculture. The majority grow mainly for their own 

households. Some domestic market for consumer goods exists in very small extent when the 

vast majority of the household income goes to food. Agriculture represent the largest share of 

the country's export and especially coffee. Also legumes are a major export item today and the 

export of the drug chat increases as the profit is higher than for coffee. But anyhow the export 

is low compared to the import, see figure 2.3. The main crop for local consumption is teff, the 

distressed grain for injera. Injera is a type of pancake or bread that is a very common side 

dish. 
22

 
23

 

 

 
Figure 2.3: Total import, export and trade balance.

24
 

 

The agriculture is archaic. Drought and famine are affecting the country at regular intervals. 

These years, the need for international assistance is huge. Even years of normal harvests the 

country needs aid and loans to complete the economy. UN unveiled a new poor equality index 

2010, which considered Ethiopia as the second poorest country in the world, only beaten by 

Niger. The largest donor is the United States followed by the European Union. Ethiopia had a 

huge foreign debt, but since the beginning of the 2000s Ethiopia became covered by the 

World Bank's debt relief program for poor countries that are heavily indebted (Heavily 

Indebted Poor Countries, HIPC). This meant that the nation’s several loans to individual 

creditors were replaced by one loan to the World Bank. In 2005 Ethiopia was waived 

completely from their debts to the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and 

the African Development Bank. The decision was taken by the G8, the world's seven richest 

industrial countries and Russia. Each year loans are still being signed to handle the economic 

situation. 
25

 
26

 

 

Ethiopian People’s Revolutionary Democratic Front (EPRDF) government came to power in 

1991. They went at once to open up the economy and also implement the deregulation and 

privatization with the intention to get a better economy. The government has in recent years 

strengthened its influence in the business community. This has come into conflict with the 

                                                 
22
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23
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24
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25
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26
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case that they at the same time want to invite international companies to operate in the 

country. 
27

 
28

 

 

Ethiopia's economic growth was around 10% for several years in the 2000s, which led to 

investment in education and combating poverty. The global economic crisis of 2008-2009 

affected Ethiopia as well and the GDP slowed in. The export dropped and investments 

declined. During the financial year 2010-2011 the growth was expected to be 9%, that is to 

say recovered after the crisis. 
29

 
30

 

 

2.2.1 Natural Resources 

Ethiopia has reserves such as oil, natural gas, minerals and ores. Hydropower is a major 

natural resource as well. 
31

 
32

 

 

The use of hydropower is currently low. Help of foreign aid makes it possible to expand dams 

and power plants quickly. But there are differences with regard to the environmental impact 

that occurs. Indeed, the government hopes the country will become a significant exporter of 

electricity to neighboring countries. 
33

 
34

 

 

Many of the country's oil reserves are in politically controversial areas such as the Ogaden in 

the southeast and Gambella on the border with Sudan. Therefore, the production is hazardous. 

Ethiopia's oil supply is also dependent on imports. 
35

 
36

 

 

Since ancient times ores such as gold and iron have been mined in Ethiopia. Gold production 

increased as the country's largest gold mine was sold to a Saudi mining group in the late 

1990's. Today the biggest mined product is salt. 
37

 
38

 

 

 

2.3 Population 

“Most Ethiopians live in rural areas where their life is marked by the struggle for 

survival. The country often suffer from malnutrition and rapid population growth  

put a strain on already strained resources. Despite major investments in health 

and education since the 1990s ended Ethiopia on 157th place out of 160 in the UN 

Human Development Index 2010.”
39

 

 

Ethiopia has a high population growth rate, in the current situation 2.9 % per year. Today the 

country has 91 million inhabitants
40

 and in 1935 it was 15 million
41

. There are 80 recognized 
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ethnic groups, but no one knows exactly how many they actually are. The largest groups are 

the Oromo and Amharas, which account for over half of the population. About four out of ten 

Ethiopians are younger than 15 years
42

 and average life expectancy is 57 years
43

, primary due 

to victims of AIDS and Malaria. But campaigns and greater distribution of antiretroviral drugs 

contribute to awareness about the disease and the risks.
44

 Infant mortality is 10 %.
45

 

 

The capital Addis Ababa is by far the country‘s largest city and is growing rapidly and 

uncontrollably. Today there live about 3 million people in the city. But the most of the 

population, about 84%
46

, live in rural areas. Mainly they reside in the highlands where the 

land is more fertile and precipitation good. 
47

 
48

 

 

Since 1995, the country is divided into ten regional states with far-reaching autonomy. 

Amharic is the language along with English that are the federal administrative ministry 

languages but today regional states get to decide their own administrative language they want  

to use. 
49

 

 

The country's education level is very low even though the government has done actions in 

recent years that have improved it. Reading and writing skills are not all luxury. The adult 

literacy is only about 35%. Critics argue that the government has mainly focused on quantity 

rather than quality of education. There are more boys than girls who have access to go to 

school when the girls in greater extent help with household tasks and simply thus do not have  

time for school attendance. 
50

 
51

 

 

Nearly four out of ten had access to clean water in 2009, and even fewer had a functioning 

sewage system. The lack of water implies that women have to do miles and miles of walking 

to get usable water. A third of the Ethiopians suffer malnutrition and about half of all children 

have as a result become inhibited in their growth. 
52

  

 

Internal conflicts, forced displacement and drought during the 1970's and 1980's created great 

migrations. Most fled to neighboring countries and have returned. But the highly educated 

who chose to flee to the United States and Europe have more widely chosen to stay. The 

uneasy situation prevailing in the Horn of Africa today has resulted in new flows of refugees, 

particularly from Somalia and Eritrea to Ethiopia. 
53

 

 

 

2.4 Housing History 

"There is much to learn from peoples traditional construction methods. These have often been 

shaped by climate, material availability and craft skills for hundreds of years."  
54
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Ethiopia has one well-established traditional technology for the construction of dwellings. 

Houses built with this technology may adopt both circular and rectangular shape, see figure 

2.4 and 2.5. In Ethiopia the circular shaped house is most commonly known as the traditional 

method, see figure 2.5. There is a difference between the two shape types, namely the material 

of the roof construction. The roofs with conical shape are normally thatched but rectangular 

dwelling roofs are today usually made of corrugated iron sheets. 
55

 

 

     

Figure 2.4: Traditional rectangular dwelling.
56

                      Figure 2.5: Traditional circular dwelling.
57

 

 

When building a traditional dwelling usually no particular ground or foundation work is 

performed. The wall construction is founded on a wooden basis covered with clay. The 

wooden basis can be divided in two parts, the frame and the coverage. The frame consists of 

supporting poles, if possible of sustainable wood, recognizable by its red color. To stabilize 

the poles they are buried into the ground and supported by adjacent stones. Between the main 

poles the coverage is placed as a grid, these are often made of non-well-resistant timber. To 

surface this wooden layer adds a layer of clay. To protect the structure against water among 

others finishes as limestone plastering can be used. 
58

 

  

Everyone knows and can build with the traditional technology, but there are following 

problems that cannot be ignored: 

 

Running Out of Sustainable Timber  
Sustainable timber is required when building with the traditional technology. Since the 

deforestation sufficient durable timber is expensive and difficult to obtain. Despite this 

problem people continue to build their homes with the well-known technology. Non-resistant 

wood as the fast-growing eucalyptus is used instead and therefore the buildings may not keep 

the same durability as intended. For those with money sustainable timber are transported long 

distances and a reasonably sustainability may be achieved. This in turn once again affects the 

deforestation negatively. 
59
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Termites 

Termites is a kind of obfuscation ant, thus they live in darkness. They feed on cellulose, 

which is why a wood structure through their eyes is a huge meal. In order to decompose the 

cellulose the ants cultivate and eats mushrooms. Because their production depends on water 

the ants must have permanent contact with the soil. Since dwellings built with the traditional 

technology have wooden poles buried directly into the ground they become particularly 

vulnerable. There are wood species with good resistance to termites, these do unfortunately 

not occur widely in Ethiopia. Instead the Ethiopian woods are dominated by the eucalyptus 

with a low resistance to termites. One can impregnate the wood to overcome the termites but 

these are not always effective and often toxic why it is not an option. 
60

  

 

Not Durable 
Ethiopians often need to build with the fast-growing tree eucalyptus, making the construction 

vulnerable due to termites and poor sustainability. Even if resistant timber is used the 

technology shows gaps in durability.  

 

Poor Indoor Climate 

If the technology is inadequately performed or if the completed dwelling receives insufficient 

maintenance draughty indoor climate easily occurs.
61

 The structure is thin and therefore has a 

quick thermal conductivity, which means that the outdoor temperature easily will affect the 

indoor temperature. Since indoor environment has a major impact on human health and 

wellbeing it should be given considerable weight.  

 

Besides the traditional dwellings concrete and cement hollow block houses become more 

common in the country. These are inaccessible for the majority of the population due their 

high costs. Cement's additional high emissions of carbon dioxide makes it neither 

environmentally friendly.  

 

 

2.5 Ethiopian Evangelical Lutheran Church 

Ethiopian Evangelical Lutheran Church operates throughout Ethiopia. They have about 20 

000 members and about 115 congregations. The church was established in 1960. President of 

the Church today is Qes Dawit Tufa and General Secretary is Qes Endale Augichew. 

 

EELC cherish Ethiopian society and its future. They make efforts to education and healthcare. 

Each year they organize Sports Camp for children and teens. They run orphanages, 

kindergartens and schools. EELC build up an urbanized environment around their activities 

such as churches, schools, gardens and more. 
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3 Adobe Technology 
 

 

 

 
“Adobe is a construction technique that uses soil (a mixture of clay, sand and water), 

stabilizer and binder as raw materials that are mixed and moulded  

to form sun-dried blocks." 
62

 

 

Adobe blocks are made of one of the most elementary construction materials – soil. It might 

look simple, but it has very good features and is easy to access. All types of soils are not 

suited for block producing, those which work best are sand and clay. Organic soil is not a 

good option when it is not sustainable in the long run. 
63

 
64

 

 

In order to stabilize the blocks and make them more resistant to water some form of fibers are 

added. Straw and grass are often readily available and works well. Other alternatives are cow 

dung, lime and material grained from termite-heaps. 
65

 
66

  

 

The fibers prevent cracking while the blocks are drying in the sun. They distribute the tension 

from the clay’s shrinkage all through the total material. The straw leads, like channels, the 

moisture out of the blocks. The fibers can increase the compressive strength at least 15 % of a 

dried adobe block. 
67

 
68

  

 

During manufacture water is added to create a workable mass which then can be formed into 

blocks, either with or without the molds. The water allows the mixture to be well mixed and 

soil and fibers will be anchored to each other.  
69

 

 

 

3.1 Manufacturing of Blocks 

It is very important that the soil is well prepared to provide the best possible quality and 

provide a high standard of adobe. First remove approximately 25 cm of the upper layer of 

soil, the top soil, then construction soil is exposed. Reinforcement material, usually grass or 

straw, is chopped into small pieces, about 1 to 30 centimeters. The pulverized soil is blended 

with water to a smooth and homogeneous mixture. Fibers are added into the mix and 

everything mixes together to a well blended and uniform consistency. Now it will be ready to 

be shaped into blocks by free hand or placed into a mould. The simple mould can be made by 

wood, metal and even plastic. To make it easier to release the blocks from the mould an 

option is to wet or sprinkle the mould by sand. It is important to fill the mould to the right 
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level, especially if many moulds are used, so that the blocks will get the same shape. Some 

moulds have bottoms but not all. After the shapening the blocks are pulled out on to the 

drying area to cured and slowly dry. If there is a risk of too fast drying or sunlight exposure 

cracks may appear. To prevent the occurrence leaves or plastic sheets can be used to protect 

the blocks. 
70

 
71

 
72

 

 

The traditional way is also to pug the soil (gives it a plastic consistency) before mixing. 

People or animals are treating the mixture by using their feet so it will be well blended. The 

mixture must be left in the pit to ferment. This helps the ingredients to link together and thus 

makes the mixture more homogeneous. With more homogeneity, the benefits of the finished 

block increases.The mixture will be left for approximately a week and then the mixture will 

be ready to be shaped into blocks by free hand or placed into a mould.
73

 Some previous 

studies have shown that this long procedure does not make that big of a difference to the 

result.
74

 

 

The blocks can easily be made in any shapes and sizes. The limitation is the manageability of 

the blocks since big blocks are heavy. The manufacturing is easy to learn but is a physical 

heavy job. A block of dimensions 14x20x40 centimeters weigh about 15 kilos completely 

dried. 
75

 
76

 
77

 

 

 

3.2 Soil Test Methods 

There are some tests to analyze the soil that are easy to perform, even for an amateur. The 

tests give knowledge about the soil’s capacity and its adequacy. 

 

3.2.1 Bottle Test 

The Bottle Test is a composition test. To easily get an idea of the proportions of sand, silt and 

clay in the soil the simple bottle test can be applied. As figure 3.1 shows; put a moderate 

amount of soil (approximately 1/3 of the bottle’s volume) into a flat bottomed bottle or jar, fill 

it with water and add a teaspoon of common table salt to dissolve the soil more rapidly. Shake 

or stir the water and the soil well and do not touch it for at least an hour. In the end the water 

will clear, the larger particles will have settled and it is possible to see the different layers. At 

the bottom a layer of sand will appear, the middle layer is silt and the top layer contains clay. 

If the water is still not clear it means some of the finest clay is still mixed with the water. On 

the water surface there might be some organic particles that are floating. Measure the depth of 

the layers and determine the percentage of sand, silt and clay. The clay and silt layer can have 

a defuse line in between and can then be measured as one layer.  
78

 
79

 
80

 
81

 
82
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Figure 3.1: Bottle test implementation.
83

 

 

3.2.2 Shrinkage Test 

A Shrinkage Test shows the eventual shrinkage of the material. The soil and water is mixed 

together to a paste with optimum moisture content and poured into a greased box, see figure 

3.2, with the dimensions 60x4x4 centimeter. Tamp the paste with a small pole, pay extra 

attention to the corners to release the air and then smooth off the surface with a stick. Protect 

the test from rain while letting it dry for three days in the sun or seven days in the shade. Now 

measure the shrinkage by pushing the dried sample to one short side of the form and calculate 

the length of the gap of the box, determine the percentage of empty space to the box length. 
84

 
85

 
86

 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Soil bar.

87
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3.2.3 Lustre Test 

Another test that easily gives a simple judgment is the Lustre Test. Make a ball of the damp 

soil and cut it into two pieces, see figure 3.3. If the surface is ruugh it means that the soil is 

silty. If the surface is even and glassy it indicates that the soil contains much clay. 
88

 

 

 
Figure 3.3: Lustre test.

89 
 

3.2.4 Adhesion Test 

To get a quick judgment of the soil’s content the Adhesion Test can be practiced. Take a mass 

of moist soil; roll it into a ball that keep its shape and does not stick to the fingers. Stick a 

knife into the ball and pull it out again, see figure 3.4. The soil is very clayey if it is difficult 

to penetrate the ball with the knife and soil sticks upon withdrawal. If it is possible to 

penetrate the knife into the ball without great effort and the soil sticks to the knife upon 

withdrawal the soil is moderate clayey. Then the soil contains just a little amount of clay if it 

is easy to penetrate the ball without much resistance and the knife just gets dirty upon 

withdrawal. 
90

 

 

 
Figure 3.4: Adhesion test.

91 
 

 

3.3 Advantages & Disadvantages 

There are several aspects that makes the adobe technology advantageous compared to other 

techniques.  
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3.3.1 Advantages 

Low in Cost 

Adobe is well suited as a low-income building material as it is cheaper than most alternative 

wall materials. 
92

 
93

 

 

Simpleness 

The technology is “the technology of everybody” then it is easy to learn for ordinary persons. 

It is easy to work with and no advanced tools are needed. 
94

 
95

 

 

Thermal Behavior 

The material has a high thermal capacity that enables it to keep the climate inside the building 

cool when it is hot outside and vice versa. 
96

 
97

 

 

Noise Absorbent 

The walls made of adobe absorb noise well. 
98

 

 

Durability 

The adobe as a building material gives a very durable construction if it is well manufactured 

and maintained in a proper way. It is also termite resistant. 
99

 

 

Adaptability 

It is possible to shape the adobe blocks in many different ways and therefore it makes the 

material very flexible. It is almost just the imagination that makes the limitations. 
100

 

 

Availability 

The soil for manufacturing the blocks is normally already on site which make it very 

accessible.  

 

Fireproof 

Adobe is resistant to fire as mud does not burn. This makes it safer than a house with high 

timber content. 
101

 
102

 

 

Low Energy Input 

The production of the block and the bricking of the walls require very low energy. This makes 

the material environmental friendly. 
103
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Low Energy Output 

As the material is on site and likewise the manufacturing being there will be no need for 

transportation. 
104

 

 

Good Compression Strength 

Related to the materials content it has strong compression strength.
105

 Indeed, it is possible to 

build at least two stories high buildings.
106

 

 

Environmentally Sustainable 

Soil is a long-term lasting construction material and the use of soil as a structural material 

reduces current problems as deforestation. 
107

 

 

3.3.2 Disadvantages 

Water Sensitivity 

The material is sensitive to water resulting in crumbling and structural failure. The problem 

can be solved by protecting the surface through big roof hang over and plaster. 
108

 
109

 

 

Brittleness 

The material’s brittleness can incur problems due to seismological activity. This problem can 

be eliminated by pre-studies and by accuracy in the performance of the building. 
110

 

 

Low Tensile Strength 

The material’s tensile strength is low but it will not be a problem if the construction solution 

is adapted. 
111

 

 

Very High Shrinkage/Swelling Ratio 

Adobe has a very high shrinkage/swelling ratio which means that major structural cracks can 

occur when the material is exposed to changing weather conditions. 
112

 

 

Abrasion Resistance 

The material’s sustainability of abrasion is poor and thereby maintenance, frequent repairs 

and protection from animals are required. 
113

 

 

Manufacturing Requires Water 

The manufacturing requires water and the access to water can be limited which can be 

problematic. 
114
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3.4 Previous adobe block technology in Ethiopia 

Previous projects and studies on the adobe technology in Ethiopia has shown that it is a good 

way of building. Johansson, A-C & Wartanian, R’s study in 2008 and Carlsson, J & 

Gustavsson, J's study in 2003 on demonstration projects on Kambaata region yielded good 

results. 
115

 
116

 

 

There are other examples of the use of this technology. A house in Alem Maya which is now 

over 60 years old, figure 3.5, is a tangible example of houses built of adobe blocks are of good 

standard. An anecdote is that the people, who use the house today, recently received the 

knowledge that it was an adobe house. Before they had thought that it was a house made of 

stone. But this is not the case at all. 
117 

 

 
  

Figure 3.5: An adobe house from 1954.
117 

 

There is also an example of a group of women who supply produced adobe blocks for the 

construction in Alem Maya, see figure 3.6 and 3.7. They have realized the material’s potential 

and made a small industry that gave them their daily income. 
117

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6: Women in Alem Maya.
117

                              Figure 3.7: Women in Alem Maya.
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4 Investigations in Asella 
 

 

 

 
4.1 Aim 

Each specific local soil’s qualities and strength at block manufacturing has to be tested. The 

idea of doing the test blocks of soil in Asella was to give the future proven results of its 

suitability. This can be used for building production.  

 

 

4.2 Tested Soil 

All results concerns the highland soil in Asella except the few tests of lowland soil which we 

have done for comparative purposes, see 4.3 Comparison with Lowland Soil. The soil was 

divided into three types showed in figure 4.1. The first starts directly under the layer of top 

soil. In our case it is recognized by its content of more organic material, brown color and drier 

appearance. Further down the soil successively becomes redder and moister. Even though the 

differences are small they are visible between the first and the third type. Taken into account 

must be the dry season’s constancy. During the rain season the soil will be a lot moister which 

means that the differences may look otherwise. The following tests were done separately for 

each soil type. 
 

 

Figure 4.1: Soil divided into three soil types. 

 

4.2.1 Bottle Test 

The bottle tests indicate the composition of the soil. We did three tests of each soil of type 1-

3. The result is presented in figure 4.2 and shows that the difference between the compositions 

of the three types of soil layers is not that big. Type 1 and 2 are pretty much the same and type 

3 contains less clay. 
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Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 

      25 % clay       20 % clay       10 % clay 

      75 % silt       80 % silt       90 % silt 

      no coarse fractions, 

      such as sand 

      no coarse fractions, 

      such as sand 

      no coarse fractions, 

      such as sand 
 

Figure 4.2: Results of the bottle tests. 

 

4.2.2 Shrinkage Test 

We did five tests; two of type 1, two of type 2 and one of type 3. They showed approximately 

the same result, see figure 4.3. The shrinkage was between 4,6-6,0 cm, that means 7,7-10 %, 

see figure 4.4. The differences can depend on the tests’ precision. It can also depend upon on 

the moisture content in the different soil samples. The divergences between the tests make no 

clear associations of the shrinkage of a specific type of soil layer. There is no clear correlation 

between the test results of soil types among themselves. 

 

  

Figure 4.3: Shrinkage test mould. Figure 4.4: Measuring the shrinkage. 

 

4.2.3 Lustre Test 

The Lustre Test indicates that all layers of soil; type 1, type 2 and type 3, are clayey. The 

surface became even and a little glassy then we cut the ball into two pieces, see figure 4.5. 

  

4.2.4 Adhesion Test 

We recognize that all the layers of soil; type 1, type 2 and type 3, are moderate clayey, see 

figure 4.5. It was not that difficult to penetrate the knife into the ball and the knife got sticky 

of soil upon withdrawal, see figure 4.6.  
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Figure 4.5: Lustre test. 

 

Figure 4.6: Adhesion test. 

 

4.2.5 Manufacturing of Blocks 

We made two types of mixtures to make the blocks. At first with focus on the conserving the 

economic resources, lesser reinforcement and as little water as possible was used. This made 

the soil difficult to solve into the mixture. As a result the mix became coarse instead of 

uniform. The lack of water also made it heavy to blend and difficult to fit into the mould. 

Consequently the blocks cracked after only half an hour and therefore became unusable.  

 

Secondly we added more reinforcement for the sustainability and water for the workability. 

This made the mixture easily uniform, light prepared and simple to fit into the mould. The 

block kept its form despite its moist consistency as it is possible to see in figure 4.7.  

 

We noticed the different recipes for the mixes we made. But it is difficult to make a generally 

recipe for the mixture then it depends of the soil’s daily form; how humid it is and so on. 

Therefore we can not give any recipe suggestions. Anyhow; the mix of soil and water should 

have a fluid consistency. After adding the straw the mixture will get a workable consistency 

that keeps its shape when removing the mould. As the circumstances vary we do recommend 

making test blocks before mass production. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Adobe blocks. 

 

We tried three kinds of greasing for the mould; fat, water sprinkled with sandy soil and water 

sprinkled with the same soil type as within the mixture. The sandy soil was superiorly the best 

followed by the soil. The fat was not good at all.  

 

At the two following pages an explaining guide with pictures is described. It is easy to see, 

step by step, how the blocks were manufactured. 
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1. To get the construction soil the first 25 cm 

of top soil is removed. 

 

 

2. Depending on the depth, the next 75 cm of 

soil consists different compositions of 

material. This is why it is divided into three 

layers named type 1 to 3. 

 

 

The following steps are done separately for each layer of soil. 

 

  
3. It is important that the final mixture is very 

well homogenized. Therefore the soil is 

advantageously pulverized. 

 

4. Blend soil and water, the consistency will 

be loose and is easy to stir. Work the mixture 

to a uniform composition. 

 

 

  
5. Add the reinforcement, in this case straw.  

The mixture will become stiffer. 

 

6. Sprinkle with sand/soil or grease the mould 

with fat. This will make the block easier to 

release from the mould. 
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7. Put the mass into the mould. Tamp the 

mass so the air will release, pay extra 

attention to the corners. 

 

 

8. Remove the mould from the block. 

 

  
9. Let the block dry slowly. 10. If risk of rapidly drying protect the block 

with plastic sheets or leaves. 

 

 

  
11. Turn the blocks when needed so that they 

dry evenly. 

12. If too many cracks appear the block will 

not be sufficiently sustainable. 
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4.3 Comparison with Lowland Soil 

We were also given a sample of lowland soil from Laki. According to the given information 

the top soil was removed before the sample was taken. It is possible to both see and feel the 

differences as color and lighter weight. We did one bottle test of this soil, see figure 4.8. This 

test showed that this type of soil contains a totally different composition than the highland 

soil. Water and soil in the mixture are not that attached to each other compared to the way the 

clayey soil is. 

 

We made mini blocks of the lowland soil. They had a more grey color as figure 4.9 shows, 

looked like cement, and released the mould easier. The soil’s absence of clay makes it not that 

sticky but it also makes the block more sensitive to touch during drying. 

 

  

Lowland soil Figure 4.9: Three blocks of lowland soil to the left. 
no fine fractions as clay To the right one block of highland soil. 

     22 % silt  

     78 % sand  

Figure 4.8: Result of the bottle test.  

   

  

4.4 Conclusion of Soil Testing 

Our conclusion is that material conditions are good in the Asella region. The shrinkage test 

showed worried result, the shrinkage was high and irregular and difficult to interpret. But the 

test blocks showed that the soil had capacity for block manufacturing, if enough water and 

reinforcement, straw, was added and the mixture was well blended. When a lot of water is 

added in the production it is important to turn the blocks during drying so they will keep their 

shape, see figure 4.11. Pictures people on site have been taken of the blocks a month after 

manufacturing does not show any indications of unsustainable blocks as for example cracks, 

see figure 4.10. 

Figure 4.10: Test blocks after one month drying.       Figure 4.11: Test blocks after one month drying. 
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5 Design of Kindergarten 
 

 

 

 
The designed kindergarten shall be located in Alem Maya, a town situated in the highlands in 

eastern Ethiopia. Here the soil is known to be suitable for adobe block manufacturing.
118

 

 

The ground of the construction site has a plateau south of the football field and the road. It 

slopes down nearly two meters in height difference to the corner in south east. In east there is 

a grove of eucalyptus trees. The distance between the grove and the southwest site boundary 

that is suitable for building is approximately twenty meters. See figure 5.1. The kindergarten 

is supposed to be built in the southeast of the site. In order to get the foundation even there 

will be a need of excavation. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Site plan for the kindergarten. 

 

5.1 General Construction Requirements 

The building’s walls are built of adobe blocks. They are covered by plastering 1 m up from 

the foundation to protect the exposed lower wall from water. The roof has a relatively large 

overhang, 1 m, for rain protection of the construction. The overhang will be larger, 1.5 m, 
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Road and football field 
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against the courtyard to comprise of a corridor between all the doors. Pillars every 1.5 m in 

the corridor will support the roof trusses. Around windows and doors Ordinary Concrete 

Hollow blocks are used of the strength perspective. To contribute to less deforestation; protect 

the eucalyptus grove and place buildings so that as few trees as possible have to be cut down. 

 

 

5.2 Design Based on Local Committee and Staff’s Requests 

A local committee and staff had some requests for the building and we have tried to respond 

to them all. These requests are presented below. 

 

Classrooms 

Three classrooms for Oromo speaking students and three for Amharic speaking students. Low 

windows just under the roof on the wall against the road. It avoids distraction and noise. The 

door into the room close to a corner, one bigger window just beside it. 

 

Dining Room 

A bigger room with shelves for lunch boxes. 

 

Resting Room 

A room for children who need a nap. No windows on the wall against the road and space to 

put shoes. Only small windows to the southeast to prevent noise from outside. 

 

Computer Room 

Computer room is for studies that require access to computers. 

 

Bookshop/Library/Storage 

A room especially for storage of study materials and books. 

 

Office for Headmaster 

A separate little room for the headmaster’s office. 

 

Staff Room 

A staff room where the teachers can work undisturbed and take a break. 

 

Adult Toilet 

An adult toilet situated in connection to the administration part of the main building. A door 

from outside is a wish so visitors have easy access.  

 

Toilet Buildning 

Six toilets and four showers in a separate building, half for boys and half for girls. Because of 

the generally prevailing wind direction; the toilet building to be placed northwest of the 

school building 

 

Playground 

The playground area is located west of the building, at the plateau. To the south, behind the 

building’s long wall is the skirt of the compound and close to the road. 

 

Water Supply 

The water supply will be concentrated to the western part of the building to collect all the 

water installations. Here are both the toilet and shower building situated as a separate building 
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and on the main building’s short wall to the west is the adult toilet with shower. A basin for 

hand washing is located just nearby.  

 

Full drawings are attached as appendix. Facades and floor plan in Drawing No 1, toilet 

building and water installations in Drawing No 5 and details in Drawing No 6. The site plan is 

attached as Appendix 1.  

 

5.2.1 Bill of Quantities 

This is an approximately estimated amount of the required building material. Waste is not 

included.   

 

Main Building    Toilet Building   

Adobe Blocks 3072 pcs  Adobe Blocks 446 pcs 

Concrete Hollow Blocks 932 pcs  Concrete Hollow Blocks 224 pcs 

Doors 13 pcs  Doors 10 pcs 

Windows small 25 pcs  Roof Sheets 361 pcs 

Windows large 21 pcs  Truss 6 pcs 

Cement Plaster 126 m
2
  Cement Plaster 12 m

2
 

Chicken Wire 126 m
2
  Chicken Wire 12 m

2
 

Roof Sheets 828 pcs  Joists 13 m 

Pilars 32 pcs  Laths 44 m 

Truss 29 + 1 pcs  Ridge Board 6 m 

Joists 138 m     

Laths 579 m     

Ridge Board 66 m     

 

5.3 Example Based on Our Experiences 

Our experiences tell us that a very long building will be more complicated to erect in the case, 

due to the sloping ground a large amount of excavation is needed. Cracks in the walls appears 

easier to a long building as well. The roof connection and the special truss that is needed in 

the corner of the L-shaped building is possible to build but it can be difficult to get a 

sustainable construction. Therefore we separated the kindergarten in four buildings that can be 

placed in desired constellation.  The advantage of this alternative is the minimized excavation 

and preventing cracks due to long buildings. The amount of material will increase a little but 

not considerably. 

 

Classroom Building 

There are two classroom buildings; three classrooms in each (three for Oromo speaking 

students and three for Amharic speaking students). A door and low windows just under the 

roof on the wall against the courtyard, to avoid distractions and noise. Bigger windows on the 

opposite wall to bring light. 

 

Dining-Resting Building 

The dining room and the resting room constitute one building that has two bigger rooms. The 

dining room has shelves for lunch boxes and the resting room has space for shelves, if 

wanted, to put shoes while the children have their nap. 
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Administrative Building 
This building has a computer room, a bookshop/library/storage, an office for headmaster, a 

staff room and an adult toilet. The computer room is for studies that require access to 

computers. The bookshop/library/storage is a room especially for storage of study materials 

and books. The staff room gives the teachers opportunity to work undisturbed and take a 

break. The adult toilet as visitors easily can get access to from outside.  

 

Toilet Buildning 

A separate building with six toilets and four showers, half for boys and half for girls. Because 

of the smell and the wind the toilet building is placed in the outskirt of the site.  

 

Playground 

Playground area is located both west of the building, at the plateau, and area at the courtyard. 

 

Water Supply 

The water supply will be concentrated to the administration building to collect water 

installations as well as electricity installations. The toilet building is situated close by to as it 

needs water supply too. 

 

Full drawings are attached as appendix. Facades and floor plan in Drawing No 2-4, toilet 

building and water installations in Drawing No 5 and details in Drawing No 6. Different 

placements of the buildings are attached as site plans in Appendix 2-4. 

 

5.3.1 Bill of Quantities 

This is an approximately estimated amount of the required building material. Waste is not 

included.   

 

Administration Building  Classroom Building (2 pcs) 

Adobe Blocks 1391 pcs  Adobe Blocks 1381 pcs 

Concrete Hollow Blocks 269 pcs  Concrete Hollow Blocks 255 pcs 

Doors 4 pcs  Doors 3 pcs 

Windows small 5 pcs  Windows small 3 pcs 

Windows large 7 pcs  Windows large 9 pcs 

Cement Plaster 39 m
2
  Cement Plaster 40 m

2
 

Chicken Wire 39 m
2
  Chicken Wire 40 m

2
 

Roof Sheets 104 pcs  Roof Sheets 99 pcs 

Pilars 11 + 3 pcs  Pilars 9 pcs 

Truss 9 pcs  Truss 9 pcs 

Joists 36 m  Joists 36 m 

Laths 107 m  Laths 107 m 

Ridge Board 18 m  Ridge Board 18 m 
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Dining-Resting Building  Toilet Building 

Adobe Blocks 1565 pcs  Adobe Blocks 446 pcs 

Concrete Hollow Blocks 278 pcs  Concrete Hollow Blocks 224 pcs 

Doors 2 pcs  Doors 10 pcs 

Windows large 14 pcs  Roof Sheets 361 pcs 

Cement Plaster 47 m
2
  Truss 6 pcs 

Chicken Wire 47 m
2
  Cement Plaster 12 m

2
 

Roof Sheets 117 pcs  Chicken Wire 12 m
2
 

Pilars 10 pcs  Joists 13 m 

Truss 10 pcs  Laths 44 m 

Joists 41 m  Ridge Board 6 m 

Laths 122 m     

Ridge Board 21 m     
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6 Attitudes 
 

 

 

 
During our stay in Ethiopia we talked to some local people in the highlands about the adobe 

technology.  

 

The adobe technology is known but no one knows of anyone in the highlands who has built or 

is living in a house made of adobe blocks. In the lowlands though it is fairly common and 

local people in the highlands know that it is used in the lowlands. We observed on our own 

many adobe block houses by the road in Great Rift Valley made in the traditional way, round 

dwellings with straw roof. The fact that there are more adobe block houses in the lowlands 

may depend upon the lack of forest and the deforestation. People are forced to use other 

building material than timber as it is very difficult and/or expensive to use timber. 
119

 

 

Local people in the highlands think that the adobe technology is a good alternative. The 

opinion whether timber is an economic good choice in the highlands differs. Some has the 

knowledge of the adobe block technology’s economic advantages. Others think that the adobe 

block technology is at the same price level as timber construction. The point that the timber is 

not as sustainable as the adobe blocks is a knowledge that is not widespread today. 
120

 

 

The lowland soil’s composition contains mainly sand and silt compared to the highland soil 

that is more clayey. Blocks of lowland soil are lighter and are easier to treat. The 

manufacturing of blocks is physically exhausting, especially producing of highland soil. 
121

 

 

Shed of metal sheets are common. They are easy to make and it goes quickly. It is a 

comparatively cheap alternative but has no good indoor climate because it will be very hot 

during the day and very cold during the night. For these families who have this type of house 

today the adobe block technology would be a good alternative to give them a better standard 

of living. 
122

 

                                                 
119

 Tadesse, D., Bekele, Abitti 
120

 Tadesse, D., Bekele, Eyob, Awgichew, E. 
121

 Tadesse, D. 
122

 Tadesse, D. 
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7 Discussion and Conclusion 
 

 

 

 
Our main conclusion from this project is that there is a great need for low-cost housing in 

Ethiopia. During our field studies and trips in the country, we have seen this need by 

ourselves. We have also heard from the local people that a great need exists. Despite that the 

Ethiopian traditional technology does not give long lasting housing it can be hard for the 

untrained people to see and understand that their technology is not sustainable with today's 

wood resources. It is therefore important that the new technology accounts for the same 

requirements as the traditional technology, and besides, even surpasses it. With this in mind 

the requirements for the technology of everybody are as we see it as follows:  

 

The buildings shall be constructed by materials that are, regardless of social class, readily 

available for everybody. It should therefore contain little or preferably no wood. The 

technology shall not require a special education in addition to a short introduction by 

someone who has experience. Nor shall any special tools be needed throughout the building 

process. The complete result shall be sustainable and durable from a technical point of view.  

 

A simple building method that is both sustainable and economically beneficial with a low 

wood content may be the best option. The adobe technology has all of these properties. 

Therefore, we believe that this technology will add much to the Ethiopian society. To reach 

the people with this technology people have to get knowledge about it and its benefits. As for 

the adobe block technology to be accepted as the new construction method three viewpoints 

must be considered; sustainability, economics and attitudes. See figure 7.1. When the 

technology fits into these three boxes they will tie together a very strong motivator. It is this 

momentum we believe that will make the change.  

 

 

Figure 7.1: The three viewpoints. 

 

The sustainability stands for both the building technical bases and for the environment- and 

human-friendly aspects. A technology fulfilling the technical bases will make durable 

buildings with long life. Together with the environment- and human-friendly aspects the 

technology itself will be long lasting as it paves the way for future construction.  
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The economics point of view represents two perspectives; the house owners and the societal. 

Namely, how the technology will affect the family in need of a house's economy respectively 

the national economy in terms of jobs etc. 

 

By attitudes it is meant the people's attitudes towards the technology. If the right people 

accept and speak about the technology it will result in a positive influence. Nevertheless, it is 

not enough to inform by mouth, someone has to demonstrate. When people see houses built 

with the technology they discover its benefits and their doubts can be erased.  

  

The sustainable point of view is partially answered by the numbers of houses already built 

with this technology, both in Ethiopia and elsewhere. For example the Ethiopian old house 

built 60 years ago and is still standing; see chapter 3.4 Previous adobe block technology in 

Ethiopia. The biggest intended purpose with the technology is that local soil is used, therefore 

it is environmental-friendly. Since the sustainability depends on the local soil's qualities, 

specific local soil tests must be done. In our case these were made in Asella and show that the 

soil there works well for block manufacturing. Asella is a good example of a high latitude 

situated town. That neither exclude or include other towns and villages. However, we can 

assume this soil type to be arbitrary and current in many other places in Ethiopia.  

 

One of the outstanding issues for many parts of Africa is the lack of water. This questions the 

technology as water is required for manufacturing. One can discuss Ethiopia's water problem 

and how severely this problem is. Their greatest natural resource is water, and their rain 

season significantly moistens the country. On the other hand the traditional technology 

requires its share of water which probably will increase with the new adobe technology. We 

must not forget that the country's technological development will make it easier to utilize their 

water resources to a greater extent.  

 

We believe that the technology is well suited for the sustainable requirements, both technical 

and environmental. We have not been able to test the human-friendly part of the request but 

we can analyze earlier efforts and see that the indoor climate and the standard of living is a lot 

better than in houses built with the traditional technique.  

 

The adobe block technology is based on locally produced, low-cost and thus readily available 

materials. It is therefore considered as a low-cost technology that can be used by everybody. 

Job opportunities can become a reality with increased demand of adobe blocks. The three 

women in chapter 3.4 Previous adobe block technology in Ethiopia is a good example. If 

more people take the initiative and do something similar to the three women it would benefit 

the national economy.    

 

Asella, as well as the vast majority of the Ethiopian towns, is growing and with it also the 

housing needs. Then adobe technology can be an alternative. However, there is no adobe 

house here today which means that the first step to be taken, the first house to be built, will 

perhaps be high and steep but the continued steps will become easier to keep going. We 

believe that a demonstration house which the public has access to, and often comes in its eye-

catcher, had facilitated the development of the use of adobe technology in Asella. 

 

We found it difficult to spread the message to a larger arena in the short time our field studies 

lasted. We have spoken to educated people who believed in the idea. A good way to proceed, 

as we think, is to inform people who have great influence in the professional construction 
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industry in the country. In that position, the technology will be accepted and widespread as 

the new improved and sustainable technology.  

 

The drawings of the kindergarten that are designed will be a good start to the project that is 

planned and hopefully soon will be started. This will be a good example of an adobe house in 

the area that many will be able to see and be inspired by. 
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Site Plan Based on Local Request 
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Appendix 2: 

Site Plan Example 1   
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Appendix 3: 

Site Plan Example 2   
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Appendix 4: 

Site Plan Example 3  
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